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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.2.6 

 

General 

 FPEN-A6KKBG - It wasn’t possible to drag e-mails to the SRM-/CRM- tabs when you registered a new 
Supplier/Customer if you used Supplier-/Customer code from the Number series. This occurred if you didn’t 
change Supplier/Customer or re-started the procedure before you imported an e-mail. 

 AFOG-A7NDP9 - Redemption is removed since it didn’t work in MONITOR’s e-mail integration with Office 
365 Outlook 2016 Click-To-Run. 

 LREM-A9LFWN - Only the last released basis will be displayed in list type All in the Invoicing Plan List 
and Payment Plan List procedure if you have invoiced an Advance payment, made a Credit of it and 
released it again. The list will not display all released invoices, but only the last released. 

 LAHM-AEPGMR - News: Now it’s possible to change unit on agreement rows to other units than pcs. Please 
note that this is only a display field. There is no conversion to alternate units. 

 FOHN-AEWKAV - News: Now you can select if a message about creating EDI file was successful or not 
shall be displayed in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 FOHN-AEXKKT - Changed order confirmation and Changed purchase order missed the XML-file, if you sent 
these forms by e-mail. 

 FOHN-AF3AHX - News: Now it’s possible to highlight and copy setting names under the Extra Info button. 

 CSIG-AF39UF - Row type 4 was incorrectly displayed in the list types Rows and Agreement basis in the 
Agreement List procedure. The entire row wasn’t displayed if the rows were long. 

 SSTG-AFBGXG - An information message with the text "Your calendar record will be deleted when changing 
to another responsible" if you change responsible on an activity linked to a person’s calendar. This 
message wasn’t translated to other languages. 

 FOHN-AFRH9R - Problems with the e-mail log occurred id you for instance sent e-mails from the Activity 
tab from an unsaved Customer order if you had the Setting "Note in log when e-mailing from the CRM tab 
or activity tabs" activated. 

 FOHN-AFRL5K - The phrase "Antal sökträffar:" ("Hits:" in English) in the Users procedure and under the 
Extra info button in the Company Info, Update Customer and Update Supplier procedure wasn’t 
translated. 

 SWIO-AG6GEU - It wasn’t possible to enter reference codes consisting of more than 4 characters in 
procedures such as Register Customer Order and Register Purchase Order. 

 FOHN-AGEAG4 - Redemption is removed since it’s no longer used in the communication between MONITOR 
and Outlook for the e-mail integration. 

 FOHN-AGEJW7 - News: Now you can use Monitor Backup to take a backup copy of Machine Integration. 

 AFOG-AGGFP5 - AltGr in combination with a letter deleted everything you had entered in the text editor 
that manages texts with different font types, colors, links and images. The text editor can for instance be 
found in Activity tabs. 

Manufacturing 

 JEDS-9KRJ84 - Incorrect linked document was displayed on the Adjustment/Calibration tab in the Update 
Tool procedure if you changed tool. Document Viewing is a supplement. 

 LSTC-ACWJ74 - The purchase order information wasn’t displayed in the Material Clearance procedure if 
you had advised an entire Purchase order. 
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 LSTC-AG7LKR - The management of Prefix on Manufacturing order is reset to the same function as in 
version 8.1. 

Purchase 

 SHÖD-AE2A2F - If you registered a supplier invoice with more than 6 digits in the amount, all digits 
weren’t displayed in Amount to code: in the coding window when you had pressed the Pre-coding button in 
the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. 

 LAHM-AEXJCC - Now it’s possible that you can select how the bank’s bank account statement shall be 
presenter when you make ISO payments in MONITOR. Please note that this function does just exist for 
some banks. 

 SHÖD-AF2JL9 - If you had set FB as a default value in the Confirm Outgoing Payments procedure and 
pressed Load, LB-payments were also displayed in the list. 

 LAHM-AFAEMT - This only applies to systems with adaptation 567. Now you can edit International payment 
info for the payment methods LB and FB in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. 

 FOHN-AFDC6N - 0 was exported in the file for previous delivery schedule, if no schedule was sent before 
from the Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. Now will an empty string be exported. 

 SHYS-AFLG6X - News: Support for Giro codes is implemented in the ISO format for Danske Bank in 
Denmark. 

 LAHM-AFQE7C - The charge currency became incorrect in the ISO file in the Transaction List procedure if 
you used a made-up Currency code in the Company Info procedure and selected a Deposit account on the 
payment. 

 PFLN-AFTBQU - It wasn’t possible to use Save as… on purchase order with status 0 Not approved. 

 LREM-AFWDDM - It wasn’t possible to undo an arrival reporting in the Undo Arrival Reporting procedure 
if you didn’t have the setting "Create supplier invoice basis during Arrival Reporting?" activated. 

 LAHM-AG8GNU - This affects ISO payments for Swedbank. Now it’s possible to enter clearing- and/or 
account number with blanks and/or hyphen on sender account and these characters will be removed in the 
payment file. 

 SSTG-AG8J39 - The phrase Rows marked as receiving inspected must have an entered quantity in a 
message box in the Arrival Reporting procedure wasn’t translated. 

 FOHN-AG9JZF - Now it’s possible to use up to 5 decimals in the field Your price/pc in the Import Supplier 
Invoice procedure. 

 FOHN-AGGCFX - The link monitor://005/55/multi?main=379 to an order in the Register Purchase Order 
procedure didn’t work. 

Sales 

 LSTC-ABZFLY - It wasn’t possible to activate the Calculator by using the Info menu in the Total price field 
in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 FOHN-AF3DA2 - When you load an existing order in the Import EDI Orders procedure, incorrect price is 
displayed in red font. This only applies during import and if the price in MONITOR differs from the price on 
the imported order. 

 FOHN-AF3JUP - News: If an order is invoiced will the Invoice number be set as reference when you use 
COD in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. The Order number will be user if the order isn’t 
invoiced yet. 

 SSÖG-AF58WT - An adjustment is made if a customer shall be invoiced from several Warehoused if you 
use the supplements EDI invoice print and Warehouse management. Now it’s possible to only set up one 
EDI link for invoice (Format group 13) for one Warehouse, if the setting "Customer-specific EDI link for 
Global Inv" is set correctly. 
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 FOHN-AF9KBX - News: The button Display List can now be used to load new added rows on the Contents 
tab in the Packing List procedure. 

 SHÖD-AFGHFQ - Document linked to Customer order could disappear when you had created a credit 
invoice for this Invoice basis. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

 PGRG-AFKBY2 - If you insert a new row in the Register Customer Order procedure when the order has 
status 0-1, a question about Re-number position? is asked. The re-numbering wasn’t made if you answered 

Yes. 

 JELA-AFLF6W - The link to the e-mail message was only saved on the Activites tab in the Register 
Customer Order and Register Purchase Order procedures if you first had activated any och the Main or 
Rows tabs. 

 JEDS-AFPANS - Empty pages were included in the AuoRun of sending the basis as PDF by e-mail from the 
Invoice Basis (Sales) procedure. AutoRuns is a part of the supplement MONITOR Agent. 

 AKWK-AFPEPY - It wasn’t possible to classify on Customer code in the Delivery List procedure, with list 
type Pick list or Delivery reporting. 

 LREM-AFWAQH - This only affects Polish systems. The Total on the Credit form became incorrect if the 
original Debit invoice contained rows with negative amounts. 

 SSÖG-AFX9EF - The Customer-specific EDI link for EDI invoice entered under the Extra Info button on the 
customer wasn’t selected, the default EDI link was used instead. This could occur if the Customer specific 
link had an ID higher than 65 in the EDI Links procedure. 

 SHÖD-AFXAU8 - The entire text wasn’t displayed in the Payment info window if the text contained several 
rows. A tooltip is added in the field Payment info in Payment info window in the Payment Matching 
procedure. 

 FOHN-AFXDDR - Unifaun’s logotype is updated in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 CSIG-AFXHGR - Negative price on Alloy code/mark-up caused incorrect price when making a Currency 
conversion on the Invoice basis after the Delivery reporting. 

 PGRG-AFY9YS - Internal additional text was included in the EDI invoice file. 

 LAHM-AFYLFD - Limitation on the agreement periods that can be set in the agreement have been adjusted 
in relation to the opening periods of the accounting. One cannot e.g. create the agreement basis for an 
agreement starting in a closed accounting period. The exception is if you have subsequent invoicing and 
the invoicing month occurs in an open accounting period. 

 JEDS-AG5GFU - Invoicing plan in combination with Property Management caused a program error that shut 
down the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 LSTC-AG7KHV - Save as… on Customer order used the same serial number on the new order. Now the 
serial number row has to be added manually. 

 AFOG-AG7LKN - Printout of the CMR Waybill from the Print Shipping Documents procedure caused a 
program error if the setting "Classify rows on waybill?" was activated. 

 JEDS-AG7LTY - Printout of EDI-invoices with Total price and with Format 319 in the Print EDI Invoices 
procedure always got 25% VAT, even if another VAT rate was default on the entire order. 

 SSÖG-AG8E3Y - The Import EDI Orders procedure is adjusted in order to manage import from several 
customers containing the same Customers order number at the same import occasion. 

 FOHN-AGGKU4 - News: As of January 25th 2017Unifaun will update the support for DHL Express in 
Unifaun Online. This means that a new value will be mandatory in the information you send for DHL 
Express services if you use integration with Unifaun Online. From MONITOR will the value in the field Goods 
type in the Print Shipping Documents procedure be exported. 

Inventory 

 AKWK-AFQDYP - It wasn’t possible to import BOM lists in the Part Import procedure if the main part’s or 
part’s name consisted of more than 16 characters. 
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 FPEN-AFRDE3 - The various alternatives under Show didn’t work properly in the Part Import procedure. 

 SSTG-AG8CXR - If you changed Copies on a Claim report in English, Rejected qty disappeared on the form. 

Workshop Info 

 JLÖR-ABUCD4 - A program error could occur in the Recording List procedure if a schedule calendar 
contained a calendar number with any of the characters Å, Ä and/or Ö. 

Accounting 

 GÅNY-A9TCS3 - As of version 8.2.6 is a new Norwegian VAT report added in MONITOR. The new report is 
valid as of January 1st 2017 in Norway. 

 SHÖD-ACYFPH - Advanced selection with %-signs didn’t work properly in the Print General Ledger 
procedure. 

 SHÖD-ADAH53 - The forecasts result wasn’t updated on the General tab if you added a mark-up in the 
Register Project procedure. 

 LREM-AEHC3B - News: A new alternative Show only main activities is added in the Search form in the 
Loading List – Project procedure. This means that the Loading list tab displays main activities for 
projects and the loading is displayed in total from the belonging sub-activities. The Lead time chart always 
displays main- and sub-activities. The planning shall always be made with the sub-activities; the main 
activity is only a total of the belonging sub-activities. 

 SHYS-AF3HHB - This only applies to Estonia. Support for the new VAT code 14% valid as of January 2017 
is implemented. 

 SHÖD-AFBBBV - It wasn’t possible to create new projects by using Save as… in the Register Project 
procedure. 

 LREM-AFWEPJ - If you selected Show Remaining in the Print Accrual Accounting procedure and set To 
period, too many rows and periods were displayed when you displayed list. 

 LREM-AG7DMV - This only affects systems in Poland. The list in the Adjust VAT Register procedure only 

displayed the first row of a supplier invoice of the type Subcontract even if it contained several rows. 

 LAHM-AG8JTS - An error message was displayed when you tried to export information from the Balance 
Info procedure. 

 LREM-AGCH9A - It wasn’t possible to reverse vouchers in the Register Vouchers procedure if you used 
MONITOR with any other language than Swedish or English. 

General Settings 

 CSIG-9GXBUV - Default values didn’t work in the lower part of the Modification Log List procedure. 

 FOHN-AFQB75 - News: Package type ZP is added in the Package Type Codes procedure. 

 FOHN-AFYDDG - The Setting "Reasonability check of service order in Print Shipping Doc?" is removed since 
it no longer has any function. 

Management Accounting 

 GÅNY-AFBH4C - A non-balanced voucher that was the result of a failed posterior coding in the Management 
accounting can no longer be zeroed. 

 LREM-AFJDU6 - The new quantity alternatives for coding price changes didn’t work with order numbers in 
the coding. The following alternatives didn’t work properly: Valid WIP balance when changing the standard 
price and Valid To stock WIP when changing the standard price 
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